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Abstract7

Questions such as the concept of language should be analyzed, since language should be seen8

as functioning linked to social interaction. The interactionist and Dialogical perspectives of9

language govern the theoretical presuppositions of teaching, in an attempt to modify the work10

with the language, thus opening space for the use of contextualized language practices11

articulated to the reality of the people. A traditional view of grammar teaching, for example,12

has shaped a rigid methodology and as we know it today, somewhat retrograde. This process,13

according to some of the guiding documents (such as National Curricular Parameters (NCPs),14

Complementary Educational Guidelines to National Curricular Parameters (NCPs), National15

Curricular Guidelines (ONC), National Curricular Common Base (NCCB) etc.), should be16

interrelated with the concept of language underlying the teaching-learning process in the17

context of the mother tongue classroom, and may allow reflections that provide the18

textual-discursive extension of the people. Within these assumptions. we seek to articulate19

some notions of language present in the guiding documents of teaching, such as those20

mentioned above.21
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he interactionist and dialogical perspectives of language govern the theoretical presuppositions of teaching, in31
an attempt to modify the work with the language, thus opening space for the use of contextualized language32
practices articulated to the reality of the subject. Thus, questions such as the concept of language should be33
analyzed, since language should be seen as functioning linked to social interaction. According to the proposal34
of ??eraldi (1984), according to the theoretical-methodological bases based on an interactionist perspective, it35
is known that it cannot treat the language as a homogeneous and immutable phenomenon, once the language36
is alive. A traditional view of grammar teaching, for example, has shaped a rigid methodology and as we know37
it today, somewhat retrograde. In this sense, the school, and even the University, has the task of contributing38
to the development of oral and written oral skills of the students. This process, according to some of the39
guiding documents (such as National Curricular Parameters (NCPs), Complementary Educational Guidelines to40
National Curricular Parameters (NCPs), National Curricular Guidelines (ONC), National Curricular Common41
Base (NCCB) etc.), should be interrelated with the concept of language underlying the teaching-learning process42
in the context of the mother tongue classroom, and may provide reflections that provide the textual-discursive43
extension of the subjects. It is understood, therefore, that teachinglearning activities on issues involving language44
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1 II. ABOUT THE OFFICIAL TEACHING DOCUMENTS IN BRAZIL

assumptions, do not only encompass semantic and formal aspects, but rather encompass the complex relations45
of textuality, as inherent competence of the subject in their social relationships. Within these assumptions, this46
work seeks to articulate some concepts of language present in the guiding teaching documents, such as those47
mentioned above.48

1 II. About the Official Teaching Documents in brazil49

The school scenario began to change from 1997 onwards, with the publication of National Curriculum Parameters50
(NCPs), whose objectives propose a re -dimensioning of the theoreticalmethodological foundations for the teaching51
of mother tongue, which emphasize the need to subsidize classes in an interactionist conception of language52
??Bakhtin, 1995).53

Thus, to teaching-learning, they become interested in linguistic uses, that is, the living, authentic and dynamic54
language. That felt the d, Law Guidelines Bases (LGB), document dated 20/12/96, but is only regulated by55
National Curricular Guidelines (NCGs) on 6/1/98, press for basic education for citizenship, as can be seen in56
Section IV -Art. 35, section § 8: ”The contents, methodologies and forms of procedural and through theoretical57
and practical activities, oral and formative evaluation willbe organizedin teaching networks written tests, syllabi,58
projects and activities on-line, in such a way that at the end of High School the student demonstrates: I -mastery59
of the scientific and technological principles that preside over modern production (Included by Law nº 13.415, of60
2017); II -knowledge of contemporary forms of language (Included in Law No. 13.415, of 2 017) (Brazil, 1996:61
s/p)”.62

Such objectives propose a re-dimensioning of the theoretical-methodological foundations, making connections63
with the NCPs that guide that all language T Author: Sueder S. de Souza, Signature, Sweder Souza, is64
a Master’s in Literature / Linguistic Studies at the Federal University of Paraná -PPGL/UFPR. e-mail:65
swedersouza@gmail.com carries within itself a ”[...] a vision of the world, pregnant with meanings and meanings66
that go beyond its formal aspect. The study of the formal aspect alone, disregarding the contextual, semantic and67
grammatical interplay of the nature and function of language, uncouples the student from the intrasubjective,68
intersubjective and social character of language. [...] It should be emphasized that language at school becomes69
an object of reflection and analysis, allowing the student to overcome and / or transform the meanings conveyed70
(Brazil, 2000: 6-8)”.71

Even if: ”Any grammatical, stylistic, textual analysis must consider the dialogical dimension of language as72
a starting point. The context, the interlocutors, discursive genres, resources used by the interlocutors to affirm73
the said / written, social meanings, social function, values and point of view determine ways of saying / writing.74
The passions hidden in the words, the relations of authority, the dialogism between texts and the dialogue make75
the scenario in which the language assumes the main appeal (Brazil, 2000, p. 21)”.76

And this quote is based on Bakhtin (2006Bakhtin ( , [1979]]) when he states that: ”All spheres of human77
activity, however varied they may be, are related with the use of the language. It is not surprising that the78
character and modes of this use are as varied as the very spheres of human activity [...] . The statement reflects79
the specific conditions and purpose of each of these spheres, not only by its thematic content and its verbal style,80
that is, by the selection of resources in the language-lexical, phrase logical and grammatical resources-but also,81
and especially for its compositional construction (p. 179)”.82

In this way, the NCPs established reading, writing, orality and linguistic analysis as the axes of teaching,83
removing the primacy of predominantly grammatical teaching. Thus, one of the goals of mother tongue classes84
is to promote the field of grammatical competence beyond the school boundaries, that is, to solve the problems85
of life, to access to knowledge and cultural goods and full participation in literate world.86

On the other hand, the Educational Guidelines Complementary to the National Curricular Parameters -87
Languages, Codes and their Technologies (NCPs+), set forth some criteria: ”The present work proposal for the88
discipline of the Portuguese Language in Secondary School was conceived from some criteria, which we will begin89
to list. [...] A third criterion concerns a certain reliance on traditional nomenclature and content, often excessive.90
It is considered more significant that: the student internalizes certain mechanisms and basic procedures linked91
to coherence and cohesion of which he memorizes, without proper understanding, a series of subordinate or92
coordinated names of sentences; special attention to the training of readers, including the classical works of our93
literature, which maintains the tradition of all literary schools, with their respective author styles (Brazil, 2002,94
p. 70-71) .95

The National Curriculum Guidelines (NCGs), dated 2006, guiding the focus of writing as literacy and abilities96
it covers makes it clear that even within the same culture and the same language the language practices differ,97
i.e., ”[ ...] the forms of each language vary according to the users and the context in which those languages are98
used; the forms of language also vary with factors such as age, gender, region of origin, social class , etc. d and99
its users (Brazil, 2006: 101)” .100

According to the guidelines of the NCPs and NCPs+, the production of meaning must be articulated in the101
context of collection, volume or manual, the point is that many of these proposals, although well intentioned, do102
not succeed and end up falling into the good and normative and prescriptive perspective.103

The 2013 document, which brings together the new National Curricular Guidelines for Basic Education,104
establishes the guidelines that the National Curricular Common Base (NCCB) must take responsibility for, ie,105
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guide the organization, articulation, development and evaluation of proposals pedagogical aspects of all Brazilian106
education networks (Brazil, 2013).107

Thus, NCCB, in relation to the Portuguese Language component, dialogues with documents and curriculum108
guidelines produced in the last decades, seeking to update them in relation to recent research in the area and109
to the transformations of language practices occurred in this century, due in large part to the development of110
digital information and communication technologies (TDIC).111

We assume here the enunciative-discursive perspective of language, already assumed in other documents, such112
as PCNs, for which language is ”a form of interindividual action oriented towards a specific purpose; a process of113
interlocution that takes place in the social practices existing in a society, in the different moments of its history114
(Brazil, 1998: 20)”.115

2 a) Interactionism and Dialogism in the Teaching116

The publications of the Circle of Bakhtin give a breath to this discussion (through some key concepts such as117
discourse, language, dialogism, utterance), since they are of great value for the activities with texts, since it can118
be unveiled and work with the criticalreflexive consciousness of the subjects.119

In this sense, according to Bakhtin (1997Bakhtin ( [1979]]), since subjects, constituents of the world, come120
into contact with innumerable statements in their daily lives and apprehend words, they give them value tones121
to them, from what is heard from the other.122

Thus, when one grasps the words of the statements of others, one plunges into the living stream of123
communication. The meaning of words occurs in the interaction, that is, a part attributed to who produces124
this statement and a part of those who read / hear this statement, the interlocutor. In this sense, the notion125
of word bridge is based half a half, half in the producer of the utterance and half in the co-producer of that126
utterance, listener or reader.127

As the whole word is ”taken” from the utterance of the other, we are inevitably dialoguing with other utterances128
and vice versa. But the point is that in multivocality there are different voices for the utterance. And that is129
what the documents then ’m’ understands that the statements are not isolated from other statements. The work130
with the language will/must understand that these statements are in relation with so many other statements. So131
what was written, for example, in working with the text, is in relation to other texts.132

To say things, it is necessary to talk with a number of other texts produced. In Dostoevsky’s Poetics, Bakhtin133
(1997 ??akhtin ( [1961]]), analyzes his poetics relating the ”various” Dostoevsky: the writer, the literary, the134
journalist, and the religious. This relationship occurs through the access of several other texts, at different times.135
The central question is not only to analyze a text , as is the proposal of many of the guidelines of the Documents136
, not in view of a written standard, how can be confused many times, but rather establish relationships, by137
dialogue.138

As in various instances of the subject, whether in religious practice, school, university etc., according to139
this perspective one can better understand many questions of what is said or written, since it relates to other140
discourses.141

The idea is not to be or not coherent, but to dialogue, intending. We do not look for what has or is not142
common in the writings, but it is observed that there are tensions between the sayings. And at certain times143
there can be huge contradictions, because it depends on what is at stake.144

In a writing practice or textual analysis in school, for example, it is the identity of the learner who is at stake.145
If the activity is the writing of a text of religious theme, or analysis of a certain text that deals with religion, it is146
this identity that will be at stake, that is, the student will negotiate the positions, be it in the written or analysis147
activity of text, but at home, for example, this identity will not be at stake, thus negotiating which identity is148
highlighted in that context.149

According to these assumptions, present in the Brazilian educational documents and, according to Geraldi150
(2015), the (...) that start from the dialogical conception of language, and that take it as a constitutive activity151
of the languages in their sociolinguistic sense and of the consciences of the speaking subjects (”the word conceives152
its object”), must lead to a more of the linguistic resources mobilized in the construction of any statement,153
so that one can thus ”revise the forms of language in their common linguistic comprehension” even if these154
understandings are made in an initially intuitive way (p. 391).155

In this sense, what is imbricated is that the way of understanding and teaching it depends on the conception156
of language. As Antunes (2009) points out, having as language conception ”an abstract, virtual system only,157
unveiled from contexts of use, without feet and without face, without life and without soul, ’odorless, tasteless158
and colorless’, the results are not will be satisfactory (ANTUNE S, 2009: 34, emphasis added)”. Thus, there will159
be ”a decline in verbal fluency, in the understanding and elaboration of more complex and formal texts, in the160
ability to read symbolic language, among many other losses and reductions (ANTUNES, 200 9: 34)”.161

Interestingly, the language construct (gem) is understood in its interactional function, so it is possible to verify162
that the language, for the performance of social interactions, is organized in relatively stable genera (BAKHTIN,163
2006(BAKHTIN, [1929]]) and materializes in oral and written texts. Only this conception gives us the inspiration164
to base a reflexive teaching.165

Likewise, discourse is understood as ”[...] the language in its concrete and living integrity, and not language166
as the specific object of linguistics, obtained by means of an absolutely legitimate and necessary abstraction of167
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3 III.

certain aspects of concrete life of discourse (BAKHTIN, 1997(BAKHTIN, [1979] ] : 81). Thus, if language as a168
discourse is understood, it will not be possible to unlink subjects, social spheres, ideological positions, etc., that is,169
if the concept of language is linked as an object of linguistics one cannot have dialogic relations , since this relation170
cannot occur According to this context, the official documents, when indicating the axes of teaching, initially171
propose the conception of language and assumed: the interactionist, understood in its interactional function, it172
is possible to verify that the language, for the performance of social interactions, organized into relatively stable173
genres (Bakhtin, 1997(Bakhtin, [1979]]) , and materializes in oral and written texts. Only this conception of174
language can be based on reflective teaching and the abandonment of mechanical and artificial practices. And175
this theoretical S S and methodological assumptions, may again be sent to the design language proposed by176
Bakhtin (1997Bakhtin ( [1979] ] ), as living and historically evolving in concrete verbal communication, different177
from an abstract linguistic system of forms of language that occurs individually in each subject, that is, the178
substance of language is constructed by the social phenomenon of verbal interaction, through the enunciations179
(BAKHTIN, 1997(BAKHTIN, [1979]]: 124).180

3 III.181

Considerations among the elements in the language system, such as words, prayers, morphemes, etc.182
Therefore, once the Bakhtinian presuppositions are linked to the axes of teaching, we can infer strong183

contributions to the understanding of language functioning, starting from an inductive perception until we arrive184
at a conscious reflection and systematization.185
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